Characterization of the reaction environment in a filter-press redox flow reactor
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Abstract

The characteristics of a divided, industrial scale electrochemical reactor with five bipolar electrodes (each having a projected area of 0.72 m2) were examined in terms of mass transport, pressure drop and flow dispersion. Global mass transport data were obtained by monitoring the (first order) concentration decay of dissolved bromine (which was generated in situ by constant current electrolysis of a 1 mol dm−3 NaBr(aq)). The global mass transport properties have been compared with those reported in the literature for other electrochemical reactors. The pressure drop over the reactor was calculated as a function of the mean electrolyte flow velocity and flow dispersion experiments showed the existence of slow and fast phases, two-phase flow being observed at lower velocities.
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1. Introduction

Electrochemical reactor design [1] involves careful consideration of the reaction environment to provide uniform current and potential distribution as well as heat and flow dispersion [2,3]. The filter-press cell type electrochemical reactor with parallel-plate electrode geometry is the most popular choice for many laboratory and large-scale industrial applications [4]. Reasonable rates of mass transport and good flow dispersion can be realised with this geometry, which also facilitates modular expansion and predictable scale-up [5,6]. The parallel plate cell configuration is widely used in many large-scale electrochemical processes, such as the production of chlorine and caustic soda, adiponitrile and pharmaceuticals [3,7,8].

Other electrolytic cell studies involving bipolar electrodes in a parallel cell configuration include: organic electrosynthesis [9,10], reduction of NO by CO or C3H6 in the presence of O2, from a lean-burn or diesel engine [11], mass transport effects on current distribution in bipolar electrodes [12], water treatment [13–15], fluorination of organic compounds [16], production of ethane oxide [17], oxidation of cyanides [18], rechargeable batteries [19], fuel cells [20–22], solid oxide fuel cells [23,24], super-capacitors [25] and metal electrodeposition [26].

Bipolar filter-press cells of the type investigated in this paper have been developed as redox flow batteries for energy storage and load levelling purposes [27–29]. The redox flow batteries consist of two electrolytes recycled through bipolar cells from large reservoirs; chemical and electrical energy can be interchanged by reversible electrochemical reactions that take place on the electrodes when the electrolytes are charged or discharged [30–34]. The electrolytes are charged when electrical current is applied between the two electrodes and they are pumped through the reactor, if the electrical energy is needed the reactions are reversed and the energy can be withdrawn from the cell. A number of electrochemical redox couples have been used to store electrical energy, the most common are: V(II)/V(III); V(IV)/V(V), Fe(II)/Fe(III); Cr(III)/Cr(VI); Zn(0)/Zn(II); polysulfide/sulfide; Br3−/Br−. The electrochemical reactor described in this paper was constructed after a series of laboratory bench-scale bipolar electrolyzers (area < 0.015 m2)}
Fig. 1. (a) Lateral view of the reactor showing the inlet and outlet manifolds and the location of the current collectors. Not to scale. (b) Details of a bipolar cell showing the main components. Not to scale. The dimensions are nominal. (c) Electrode configuration showing the location of the spirals and the projected electrode area.
were studied [27]. The reactor was constructed after careful analysis of previous data on smaller laboratory and industrial pilot scales. A stack of 200 bipolar cells in this type of reactor was tested with the Na₂S/NaBr system, as one of the largest examples of electrochemical energy storage [35]. The objective of this paper is to characterize a five cell bipolar reactor, in terms of global mass transport, pressure drop and flow dispersion.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Electrochemical reactor and flow circuit

The electrochemical reactor is shown in Fig. 1(a) and consists of a bipolar stack of five cells. Prior to use, the reactor passed a 0.7 bar, 3-day hydraulic (water) test at room temperature. The reactor consists of two mild steel endplates which are epoxy resin coated each 80 cm × 155 cm × 4 cm, compressing a stack of five bipolar cells as shown in Fig. 1(a). Each bipolar cell consists of two electrodes with a projected area of 0.72 m² (66.8 cm × 108.0 cm) with an inter-electrode gap of 0.2 cm divided by a Nafion® 115 cation exchange membrane forming two compartments as shown in Fig. 1(b). The cross sectional area of each compartment, perpendicular to the flow direction, is 6.5 cm² and each compartment contained a high-density polyolefin (HDPE, Netlon™) turbulence promoter having a volumetric porosity of approximately 73%, a 45° cross pattern, a strand thickness of 0.45 mm and an overall thickness of 0.90 ± 0.05 mm.

Each bipolar electrode consisted of carbon composite core sandwiched between activate carbon/polymer layers by a laminar process. The carbon composite was manufactured from graphite particles and high density polyethylene (HDPE). The weight ratio of carbon to polymer was approximately 50:50. A mixture of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and activated carbon was compressed onto each side of the core using temperatures in the range of 150–250°C at pressures between 0.5 and 5 MPa. The resulting laminate had an outer electrode layer of approximately 2 mm thickness. The moulded electrode was laser welded into a HDPE polymer frame. The activated carbon used in the mixture had a surface area in the range of 800–1500 m² g⁻¹; the structure formed by the activated carbon and the polymeric material contained approximately 20% of polymeric binder. Further details of the electrode construction can be found in the literature [36]. Fig. 1(c) shows an example of a single, injection moulded frame. The electrolyte inlets and outlets consisted of 6.3 cm (2.5 in.) internal diameter chambers formed by the manifolds of the electrode frames; the manifolds contained a spiral where the electrolyte circulated before contacting the electrodes in each compartment. The spirals were designed to reduce the bypass current between the conductive pathways of the electrolyte by creating a labyrinth pathway for the electrolyte between the electrolyte circuit and the electrode compartments. Details of the geometry and incorporation of the spirals into the electrode frame can be found elsewhere [37]. The hydraulic circuit in Fig. 2 shows the position of pressure, temperature, conductivity sensors and Luggin capillary ports. Each electrode compartment was connected to a 2.54 cm (1 in.) pipeline via 6.3 cm (2.5 in.)
Typically, experiments were carried out with 50 dm$^{-3}$ of electrolyte in each reservoir (see Fig. 2) and the solutions were continuously recycled through the compartments of the cell in a ventilated fume hood. The flow rate of the electrolyte in each compartment was controlled by adjusting the rotation frequency of the electromagnetically coupled pumps (March–May, model TE-7MD, 0.75 kW) using a frequency controller (Telemecanique, model Altivar 80). Flow velocities were measured with electromagnetic flow meters (Endress plus Hauser model Picomag II), with 8 mm nominal diameter and measurement range 0–24 dm$^3$ min$^{-1}$. The reservoirs were made of PVDf and the fluid tubing was 25 mm diameter PVC-U and/or PVDf. Experiments were carried out at 298 ± 3 K.

### 2.2. Mass transport measurements

Following the constant current electrolysis of 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaBr in 0.5 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SO$_4$ at pH 2, the electrode in the bromine compartment was made cathodic to reduce the dissolved bromine. Averaged mass transport coefficients were obtained from the semilogarithmic plots of the concentration decay of dissolved bromine against time. The sulfide compartment contained Na$_2$SO$_4$ electrolyte at pH 2 only, as no Na$_2$S solution was used. The current was applied with a regulated dc power supply (Farnell model AP60-150). Typically, the applied current was 100 A (138.6 A m$^{-2}$) during 1 h after which the power supply was disconnected and the two electrical terminals of the reactor were short-circuited; this caused the reduction of bromine to bromide ion to be mass transport controlled. The concentration of bromide ion was determined potentiometrically by a combined ion selective electrode, radiometer model ISE25Br with a solid-state sensor at 298 ± 3 K. The concentration values were confirmed by titration of the residual bromine in selected samples with standardised 0.1 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$S$_2$O$_3$. The Br$^-$ ISE electrode was equilibrated with NaBr solutions in 0.5 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SO$_4$ at pH 2 at concentration close to those expected from the samples and calibrated each time a new set of samples from a different experiment was measured. The concentration decay of dissolved bromine was determined at mean linear flow velocities in the range 0.27–4.4 cm s$^{-1}$.

### 2.3. Pressure drop measurements

Pressure transducers (Sensors Technique model PS20030G) were located on the pipelines at the inlet and outlet of the electrolyte compartments. The pressure was monitored electronically via a purpose built PC data acquisition system and the pressure transducers were calibrated using a portable pressure calibrator (Druck DPI 603). The pressure drop, $\Delta p$ was measured maintaining the same volumetric flow rate in both compartments of the reactor following the flow dispersion experiments and using, for convenience, the same electrolyte solution; 1% NaCl aqueous solution at room temperature (≈298 ± 3 K).

### 2.4. Flow dispersion measurements

At the reactor inlet, 20 mL of saturated KCl solution (≈3.5 mol dm$^{-3}$) was manually injected with a syringe; the
plunger area of the syringe was found small enough to allow manual injections lasting 1–2 s at the highest flow rates, while maintaining the same mean linear electrolyte velocity in both compartments. The electrolyte collected at the top of the cell was stored in a different container to the solution feed to the reactor. A conductivity probe (Russell type CDC33) was mounted in a T-piece at the exit of the electrolyte pipeline; the probe consisted of platinised platinum foil electrodes (1.39 cm$^2$ cell constant) connected to a conductivity meter (Metrohm 712). The conductivity of the electrolyte was monitored versus time by connecting the conductivity meter to a chart recorder until a steady state baseline reading was achieved. The pulse injection then took place and the increase in conductivity of the reactor outlet was followed with time. Studies were restricted to the region in which the conductance of aqueous KCl was directly proportional to its concentration. Dispersion experiments were carried out at a mean linear velocity in the range of 1.0–10.4 cm s$^{-1}$ in the bromine compartment. The experiments were conducted at room temperature ($\approx 298 \pm 3$ K).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Mass transport rates

During the electrolysis of 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaBr in 0.5 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SO$_4$ at pH 2, the main electrochemical reactions are:

- bromine compartment: $3\text{Br}^- - 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{Br}_3^-$  (1)
- hydrogen compartment: $2\text{H}^+ + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2$(g)  (2)

Although the concentration of soluble bromide ion was nominally 1 mol dm$^{-3}$, the typical measured values in solution were lower, of the order of 0.9 mol dm$^{-3}$, since some adsorption of bromide ions occurred onto the activated carbon electrodes. After the electrolysis, the concentration of bromide ions was less than 0.1 mol dm$^{-3}$ ($\approx 90\%$ conversion) while the concentration of dissolved bromine increased from 0 to $\approx 0.3$ mol dm$^{-3}$. The current efficiency to produce this concentration of bromine was only 16% however, since the purpose of the experiment was to produce bromine to measure the concentration decay of dissolved bromine under mass transport conditions, the low current efficiency was not relevant. During the electrolysis, the potential of the cell stack gradually increased from 0 to 14 V while the potential of the electrode in contact with the bromine compartment increased from 0.1 to 4–10 V versus SCE. After one hour of electrolysis, the dc power supply was disconnected and it was observed that the open-circuit potential of the cell stack was approximately 0.2 V. After disconnecting the power supply, the terminals of the reactor were carefully short-circuited causing the reverse of reactions (1) and (2). It was assumed that some of the hydrogen gas generated during the electrolysis was stored in the pores of the activated carbon electrodes and that this hydrogen gas was oxidised when the reactor electrical terminals were short-circuited.

Following the connection of the two terminals of the cell, the potential of the cell stack gradually dropped from 0.2 to 0 V as the dissolved bromine was consumed. The potential of the bromine electrode compartment changed from +1.2 to $-0.4$ V versus SCE. These values agree with the potentials expected in a solution were the concentration of bromide ions is increasing. The potential of the other electrode were the oxidation of hydrogen gas took place, increased from $-1.5$ to $+0.2$ V versus SCE according to the potential expected when hydrogen gas was consumed.

Fig. 3 shows the logarithmic plot of the normalized bromine concentration decay versus time at selected flow rates. The concentration of bromine decreased to nearly zero in all cases and the concentration decay was faster as the mean linear velocity of the electrolyte increased. The decay was exponential with time, which can be confirmed by a plot of log[concentration] versus time, as shown in Fig. 3, and the decay was approximately linear over a two-decade change in dissolved bromine concentration. The concentration decay could be approximated by the ‘plug flow reactor in batch recycle’ model [38,39]. Assuming that the system conforms to this model, the normalised reactant concentration in the tank at time $t$ may be described by [1,2,34]:

$$\log \left( \frac{c(t)}{c(0)} \right) = -2.3 \frac{t}{\tau_T} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{k_m A}{Q} \right) \right]$$  (3)

where $A$, $k_m$, $\tau_T$, $c$ and $Q$ are the geometrical electrode area, mass transport coefficient, time, mean residence time in the tank, reactant concentration in the tank and volumetric flow rate. The log–log plot presented in Fig. 4 summarises mass transport coefficient values for the bromide compartment of the reactor calculated via the above model. The log–log plots suggest a linear correlation of the form:

$$k_m = av^b$$  (4)

![Fig. 3. Semilogarithmic plot of the normalised concentration of dissolved bromine in the bromine compartment, during the short-circuit of the reactor. Initial Br$_2$ concentration: 0.25–0.3 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SO$_4$ in 0.5 mol dm$^{-3}$ at pH 2 and mean linear flow velocities; (●) 1 cm s$^{-1}$, (▲) 2 cm s$^{-1}$, (■) 4 cm s$^{-1}$.](image)
The value of the velocity exponent varied between 0.79 and 0.89. Mass transport properties can be compared with other electrochemical systems by casting the data into a dimensionless group correlation. Such relationship can be expressed as a function of the dimensionless numbers Sherwood, Reynolds and Schmidt in the following equation:

\[ Sh = a R e^b S c^{1/3} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The Sherwood and Reynolds numbers are defined as:

\[ Sh = \frac{k_m d_e}{D} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ Re = \frac{v d_e}{\nu} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient, \( v \) the mean linear electrolyte flow velocity, \( \nu \) the kinematic viscosity and \( d_e \) is the hydraulic diameter, calculated from:

\[ d_e = \frac{2 B S}{B + S} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Geometry and flow</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>( Sh = a R e^b S c^c )</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Laminar (bromine compartment)</td>
<td>( A = 7214 \text{ cm}^2, 20 &lt; Re &lt; 120, Sc = 926 )</td>
<td>0.18, 0.78, 0.33</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Fully developed laminar in channel</td>
<td>( Re &lt; 2300, L = 35 d_e )</td>
<td>2.54, 0.3, 0.33</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Fully developed turbulent in channel</td>
<td>( Re &lt; 2300, L = 12.5 d_e )</td>
<td>0.023, 0.8, 0.33</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Flat plate</td>
<td>( 70 &lt; Re &lt; 800 )</td>
<td>0.39, 0.58, 0.33</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Flat plate plus grid</td>
<td>( A = 440 \text{ cm}^2, Sc = 1572 )</td>
<td>5.57, 0.40, 0.33</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>FM21-SP flat plate + turbulence promoter</td>
<td>( A = 2250 \text{ cm}^2, d_e = 2 \text{ cm}, 65 &lt; Re &lt; 450, Sc = 1562 )</td>
<td>1.18, 0.62, 0.33</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>FM21-SP flat plate only</td>
<td>( A = 2250 \text{ cm}^2, d_e = 2 \text{ cm}, 250 &lt; Re &lt; 1800, Sc = 1562 )</td>
<td>1.04, 0.70, 0.33</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>DEM cell divided with turbulence promoter</td>
<td>( 550 &lt; Re &lt; 4000, Sc = 1465 )</td>
<td>1.91, 0.32, 0.33</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>DEM cell undivided with turbulence promoter</td>
<td>( 550 &lt; Re &lt; 4000, Sc = 1465 )</td>
<td>0.66, 0.44, 0.33</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The \( Sc \) number was assumed to be 1000 [40]. The letters correspond to the labels in Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. log–log plot of pressure drop vs. mean linear flow velocity of electrolyte for the bromine compartment of the reactor.

and inlet manifolds, spirals and flow channels of the five cells that form the stack. $\Delta p$ was measured at mean linear flow rate within the range of 0.26–12.5 cm s$^{-1}$ for the bromine compartment. Pressure sensors were located in T-pieces in the external manifold of the cell (see Fig. 2) and the data were monitored and stored with a purpose built data acquisition program run from a PC. Fig. 6 shows the logarithmic plot of pressure drop as a function of the logarithm of the mean flow velocity. $\Delta p$ across the bromine compartment was higher than the pressure drop across commercially available reactor, such as the FM01-LC; this is mainly due to the flow restrictions imposed by the spirals in the manifold which are important in minimizing bypass currents [40,41].

Fig. 6 shows that the pressure drop in the bromine compartment changes logarithmically with the flow velocity. The experimental data can be fitted to the equation: $\Delta p = 0.03\nu^{1.6}$, for pressure drop values above mean linear flow velocity of 2 cm s$^{-1}$. The pressure drop can also be related to the mass transport coefficient; ideally, high rates of mass transport and low pressure drop are desirable and a compromise should be achieved between reasonable low pressure drop and transport coefficients. Fig. 7 shows that the mass transport coefficient increases with $\Delta p$ within the reactor. The pressure drop measured when the mass transport coefficient was evaluated at the nominal mean linear flow rate of 2 cm s$^{-1}$ was approximately 0.1 bar, as it is shown in the figure.

### 3.3. Flow dispersion

Dispersion experiments were carried out at mean linear flow velocities within the range of 1–10 cm s$^{-1}$ at 298 K. Fig. 8 shows the conductivity of KCl versus time at the outlet of the bromine compartment. It can be seen from the figure that at low flow rates (e and f) the curves show a shoulder in the rising left hand side. The shoulder is less prominent as the mean flow rate increases and at the highest flow rates there is practically a single peak flow distribution. This indicates two phase flow dispersion in this compartment, which is revealed clearly at low flow rates.

Fig. 9 shows a plot of the mean linear flow rate versus time of appearance of the peaks that represent the slow and fast phases. The shoulder or first peak appears before the mean residence time, calculated from the ratio of reactor volume and volumetric flow rate, while the second peak emerges just after the mean residence time. As the flow rate increases, the time at which the shoulder appears approaches the time of the second peak and

Fig. 7. Mass transport coefficient vs. pressure drop for the reactor. The electrolyte was 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaBr in 0.5 mol dm$^{-3}$ Na$_2$SO$_4$ at pH 2 in one compartment while Na$_2$SO$_4$ at pH 2 was used in the other compartment.
2. There was an increase of pressure drop across the reactor.

3. The flow distribution in the reactor has been evaluated using a perturbation–response technique. The dispersion curves suggested the existence of a fast phase which leaves the reactor before the calculated mean residence time and a slow phase that exceed the mean residence time. The two flow phases can be distinguished at mean linear flow velocities below 6 cm s$^{-1}$. At higher mean linear flow velocities the two phases merged leaving the compartment at times that approach the calculated mean residence time.

4. Conclusions

The reaction environment in a five-bipole, electrochemical filter-press reactor used as a redox flow cell stack, has been characterised by mass transport, pressure drop and fluid dispersion measurements.

1. The mass transport characteristics of the reactor were evaluated from dissolved bromine concentration decay curves. The Sherwood versus Reynolds correlations were compared with other large scale electrochemical reactors. The present reactor operates at low Reynolds numbers because it was primarily designed for operation under charge transfer controlled reaction conditions.

2. There was an increase of pressure drop across the reactor with the mean flow velocity that can be expressed by the approximate correlation $\Delta p / \text{bar} = 0.03 [v / \text{cm s}^{-1}]^{1.6}$.

3. The flow distribution in the reactor has been evaluated using a perturbation–response technique. The dispersion curves suggested the existence of a fast phase which leaves the reactor before the calculated mean residence time and a slow phase that exceed the mean residence time. The two flow phases can be distinguished at mean linear flow velocities below 6 cm s$^{-1}$. At higher mean linear flow velocities the two phases merged leaving the compartment at times that approach the calculated mean residence time.
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Appendix A. Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>geometrical area of the electrode (cm$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>breadth of the electrode (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c(t)$</td>
<td>concentration of reactant, in the tank, at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c(0)$</td>
<td>concentration of reactant, in the tank, at time zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_e$</td>
<td>equivalent diameter of flow channel (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>diffusion coefficient of Br$^-$ ions (cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_m$</td>
<td>mass transport coefficient (cm s$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta p$</td>
<td>pressure drop (bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
<td>volumetric flow rate of electrolyte (cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>separation between the electrode and the membrane (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>mean linear flow velocity of electrolyte (cm s$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek letters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>kinematic viscosity of electrolyte (cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_R$</td>
<td>mean residence time in the reactor (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_T$</td>
<td>mean residence time in the tank (s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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